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Abstract—Reliance on data for software systems engineering is increasing, e.g., to train machine learning applications. We foresee increasing costs for data collection and maintenance, leading to the risk of development budgets eaten up by commodity features, thus leaving little resources for differentiation and innovation. We therefore propose Open Collaborative Data (OCD) – a concept analogous to Open Source Software (OSS) – as a means to share data. In contrast to Open Data (OD), which e.g., governmental agencies provide to catalyze innovation, OCD is shared in open collaboration between commercial organizations, similar to OSS. To achieve this, there is a need for technical infrastructure (e.g., tools for version and access control), licence models, and governance models, all of which have to be tailored for data. However, as data may be sensitive for privacy, anonymization and obfuscation of data is also a research challenge. In this paper, we define the concept of Open Collaborative Data, demonstrate it by map data and image recognition examples, and outline a research agenda for OCD in software engineering as a basis for more efficient evolution of software systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

"Data is the new oil" is a mantra coined by Clive Humby in 2006. In the last decade, an enormous amount of companies have grown based on Big Data. With the growing interest in machine learning, the data becomes an input to the engineering of software, in that the behavior of the software is defined and modified based on training data over time.

"Software is eating the world" is another mantra, this coined by Marc Andreessen in 2011. One aspect of this statement is that software is eating the R&D budget of companies, especially commodity software. As a consequence, less is left for differentiating features, as identified by Bosch in his three layer product model (commoditization, differentiating, and innovation layers). To stay competitive, Bosch advises that companies should "make a clear distinction between the layers and thus to allocate resources appropriately to encourage development at the upper [innovation] layer."

Combining these two trends, i) the growing reliance on data, and ii) increasing costs for software maintenance, leads us to claim that data also adheres to the three layer model of commodity, differentiation and innovation, and that costs for data maintenance is an upcoming challenge for software companies. The cost of curating and maintaining data, will sooner or later exceed its business value.

One approach to address this issue in software, is open sourcing what has no or little differentiating value anymore. Thereby, the maintenance costs may be shared by multiple companies using the commodity software. As a result, more differentiation can be achieved, and other positive side effects of open innovation may be gained, i.e., inflow of ideas and knowledge for innovation. In fact, studies show that the inflow of innovation may be the dominating gain even if the open sourcing was initiated to save costs.

We therefore propose Open Collaborative Data (OCD) as an approach to share data and reduce maintenance costs for software companies, under kept or improved competitiveness, similar to open source software (OSS). Paraphrasing a definition of OSS, Open Collaborative Data (OCD) is a type of digitally stored data which is released under a license in which the copyright holder grants users the rights to study, process, and distribute the data to anyone and for any purpose.

While OCD is inspired by OSS, software engineering research has to address several technical and managerial challenges in relation to OCD, where it differs from the OSS counterpart. There are initiatives, like Open Knowledge Foundation, which provide guidelines for sharing data, but research surveys conclude there is no systematic research on data sharing in software engineering.

We present background work on open innovation, open source software, and open data, underpinning our claim in Section II. Section III presents two examples of data sharing, and Section IV sketches a research agenda based on the identified needs. Section V concludes the paper.

II. BACKGROUND – COMMERCIAL OPENNESS AND DATA

OSS in commercial business has emerged as a means to share platform software and tools with collaborators and competitors. While OSS in the 1980’s was more a philosophical and political issue, it turned in the 1990’s into a commercial phenomenon, through Linux and free BSD. Studies on open software tools as well as on product software indicate that OSS plays a key role for software business, although it has to be managed accordingly.

Chesbrough coined the term Open innovation (OI), initially to refer to exchange of ideas. OI is “a paradigm
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that assumes that firms can and should use external ideas as well as internal ideas ... as they look to advance their technology.” Later, Chesbrough et al. redefined OI as “a distributed innovation process across organizational boundaries, using pecuniary and non-pecuniary mechanisms” [7]. In their systematic literature review on OI in software engineering, Munir et al. identified nine research themes, including OI strategies, challenges, benefits, communities, management, and intellectual property (IP) strategies [8]. However, none of the topics relate to open data, in the sense of sharing data across organisational boundaries.

Open Data is brought forward as an enabler for innovation and entrepreneurship, e.g., by Lakomaa and Kallberg [9]. However, this refers to public agencies opening up their data to private companies, not – like in the OSS case – companies sharing between them. Susha et al. developed a taxonomy to describe the variation in such Open Data [10]. Lakomaa and Kallberg indicate that there is a cost for the agencies to release Open Data, and that it is a political decision to take that cost to catalyze innovation [9]. For commercial companies, Fabijan et al. identify problems with sharing data even within an organisation [11], and we have not found any research on companies sharing data between organizations.

Federated learning is a research branch of machine learning, where models are trained on multiple sets of data in their own context. Hence, the training model is brought to the data, rather than the data to the model. There are recent applications, sharing electronic health records, without revealing their sensitive content [12]. While federated learning addresses privacy concerns related to data sharing, it introduces threats to the transparency in the learning process, which is another key aspect of automated decision making.

Frizzo-Barker et al. [13] map research on Big Data in business scholarship. With respect to openness, they only identify open collection of data (crowdsourcing) and OSS tools for big data analysis. Other challenges include how to i) take advantage of the enormous volumes of data, ii) handle the risk of privacy and ethical infringements, and iii) manage the cost-benefit trade-off “of using big data for decision-making, the validation and integrity of collected data, and the complexities of dealing with highly distributed data sources.” Hence, the costs are identified, but no solutions.

Del Vecchio et al. [14] provide an extensive overview and analysis of research on the borderline between information systems and innovation management, with focus on OI. They report how OSS platforms, such as Hadoop, contribute to OI based on Big Data, and how analysis of data may lead to business innovation. They also touch upon using open data, scraping the web etc., while research on sharing data between corporations as a means to foster OI was absent.

III. SCENARIOS ON OPEN COLLABORATIVE DATA

Given these findings in the literature on open software, open data, and open innovation, combined with the fact that the importance of data is growing for several types of applications, lead us to think of OCD as a potential means for spending less on commodity features and more on differentiating and innovative features in data-driven applications. We demonstrate the case with two example scenarios and draw from them on the generality of OCD.

A. Map based applications

Several applications – mobile apps as well as business applications – depend on maps. Examples include navigation services, but also analysis tools for transportation, analysis of business or governmental activities, like spatial planning, etc. For most of these applications, the map is not a differentiating feature, but a necessity for any application, i.e., part of the commodity. Users do not choose one app before the other based on the map quality, which they did, e.g., when Apple and Google were competing about having the best map data. The map data is reasonably stable for the largest part, while all stakeholders are interested in continuously ensuring the quality of the data and quickly getting updates according to changes. For example, new or closed roads should be incorporated in the map data and faults be corrected. In that sense, map data is to a large extent commodity for a developer of map based applications.

There is an OCD initiative, Open Street Map[7] providing open map data, which shows the feasibility of open collaborative data approaches. The community is governed similarly to an OSS community, although we hypothesize that there is more to learn from comparing it to OSS working and governance practices, and that other types of data may be shared and governed similarly.

B. Image recognition

In the field of image recognition, machine learning approaches have grown significantly, to provide various kinds of services. A delimiting factor for many applications is the access to labeled training data. This may lead to biased algorithms, as in the case of face recognition of minorities [15].

There are databases available for face recognition research purpose[6]. However, for commercial applications, there does not seem to be any clear model for sharing or monetizing image data for machine learning purposes. Further, the introduction of new legislation to protect privacy and increase transparency in decision making (such as GDPR[7] in Europe) adds to the demands and costs for collecting, storing and sharing data, for machine learning applications.

Going beyond pure image recognition, into scenario recognition in videos, e.g., for autonomous driving, requires even more data for learning. This is identified as major obstacle,
and leads development towards simulating scenarios, which are used as learning inputs to the autonomous car\textsuperscript{9}.

Today, this annotated video data is a differentiating asset for autonomous car manufacturers, but gradually, that will also turn into commodity data, and companies have to find ways to reduce the data costs to release funds for development of new innovations.

C. Summary

The two examples indicate that there are communities already sharing data in a way that resembles OSS. Other potential areas of OCD include transportation (information about parking lots, congestions, road work etc.), weather and climate (sensing information from various local climate control systems), healthcare (sensing information, tests, longitudinal series), culture and tourism (pictures, reviews) etc. However, an OCD community is different from an OSS community, although we have not seen any systematic analysis of that difference. Below, we analyze the two examples and compare them to general OSS practices.

IV. RESEARCH AGENDA FOR OPEN COLLABORATIVE DATA

To identify what is needed in terms of software engineering research, to make OCD feasible for companies in their software engineering process, we compare the open data examples above to OSS practices. We are aware of OSS practices not being homogeneous. However, we still argue the comparison is relevant in order to identify a research agenda for OCD. The comparison is summarized in Table \textsuperscript{1} and elaborated below.

The technical infrastructure, based on the internet in general, and particularly on collaboration and configuration management tools, is one of the cornerstones for OSS \textsuperscript{16}. The development of, e.g., Git as a distributed configuration management tool, Jira for issue management, and Slack for communication, have contributed significantly to making OSS widely adopted. In contrast, Open Street Map has specific tools, tailored for the application, to collect data from users. They offer APIs and download options to fit different needs. The image recognition open datasets are based on established standards, such as .jpg, but beyond that, each dataset is stored and labeled according to specific coding schemes.

Licence models for OSS is a complex area, with different licence models emerging to balance the needs for corporations to keep some code open (commodity), while protecting other code, which is their competitive advantage and innovation base. For their map data, Open Street Map uses a specialized open data licence, Open Data Commons’ Open Database License (ODbL), which is an attribution and share-alike license for data and databases\textsuperscript{10} while some documents use the Creative Commons (CC) framework\textsuperscript{11}. The image databases we have found use different kinds of “for research only” licences, sometimes based on CC.

Governance in the open source context refers both to the community internal and the proprietary vs. open aspects. Raymond’s classical The Cathedral and the Bazaar \textsuperscript{17} addresses the first aspects. The cathedral represents a controlled community, with an exclusive group of contributors, while the bazaar model represents the open culture of a multitude of collaborators. The other governance dimension, on how the OSS and the proprietary can coexist, interfaces towards law and innovation management research, e.g. by Kemp \textsuperscript{18} and Munir et al. \textsuperscript{4}. The map data example above demonstrates the most open option for proprietary businesses, where the Open Street Map foundation is open for membership, and all data is shared free of charge. Other governance models exist, e.g., Mapillary\textsuperscript{11} where images are made open in relation to the Open Street Map, while their additional identification service is payment based. In the field of image recognition, we are not aware of any dominating commercial actor, but assume that there are bi-corporate agreements on data sharing.

In OSS, privacy is primarily related to the data contributors, whether or not revealing their name and identity, and thus making contributions traceable to individuals. For OCD, the privacy issue is much more complex, and is related to individuals or phenomena in the data as such. Sensitive information may be personal images, but also positions of classified buildings and infrastructure.

Based on the observed differences between OSS and OCD, summarized in Table \textsuperscript{1} we propose a research agenda on OCD to be addressed in software engineering:

- Technical infrastructure – what general technical infrastructure is needed to support OCD? What kind of collaboration takes place around OCD? What tool support is needed to protect privacy and ensure compliance with legal and ethical standards?
- Data licence models – which data licence models are needed for OCD? Do general models, such as ODbL apply to different kinds of data, or do different data require different licences?
- Data governance – how can data be governed? Which restrictions of usage do contributors want to set, and how

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\caption{Comparison between OCD examples of map and image data, and OSS}
\begin{tabular}{|l|l|l|l|}
\hline
 & Map data & Image data & OSS \\
\hline
Technical infrastructure & Specialized web tools & Specific schemes for each data set & General, mature open tools \\
License model & Open database licence & For research only, sometimes CC & Several established licence models \\
Governance & Run by foundation or corporation & No dominating model & Cathedral and bazaar, and all in between \\
Privacy & Sensitive data about objects & Sensitive data about people & Contributor identity \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}

\textsuperscript{10}https://opendatacommons.org/licenses/odbl/
\textsuperscript{11}https://creativecommons.org
\textsuperscript{12}https://www.mapillary.com
does that change of time (e.g., via the GDPR “right to be forgotten”)?

• Privacy concerns – how can data be shared without infringing privacy rights, e.g., through data obfuscation or anonymization? Can federated learning approaches be made more transparent?

We do not claim this list is complete, but rather an indication, based on the example cases, that there is a need for research on how to collaborate around shared data, in an OSS-like fashion.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We identify that data plays an increasingly important role in software engineering, for machine learning applications and for data in applications. We hypothesize that Open Collaborative Data (OCD) will help address these needs for commodity data, implying that development resources may be saved for differentiation and innovation. Although OCD resembles OSS, there are several issues which are different, especially with respect to the privacy concerns with data. We therefore propose OCD become a topic of software engineering research, exploring and guiding aspects of technical infrastructure, data licence models, data governance, and privacy. Well managed, OCD can contribute, not only to being “the new oil”, but “the renewable energy” in an open, collaborative innovation context.
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